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Splits ville 
After the PeopleSoft 
mess, Ross Matlack 
says Cleveland State 
doesn' t deserve to b 
tied with Marshall. A 
secessionist's plea. 
OPINION, PAGE 8 
Honor sy tern 
Judge Ralph Perk Jr. 
'83 knows how to 
become a judge, and 
he's eager to tell you 
his secret. Approach 
the bench, counselor. 
CAREER, PAGE 4 
A people 
neglected 
Gary Norman urges 
America to take the 
elderly for what 
they' re worth. 
SIDEBAR, PAGE 10 
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With the joke 
on them, wry 
attorneys look 
for quick outs 
By Sonja Lechowick 
STAFF WRITER 
Q: What's wrong with lawyer 
jokes? 
A : Lawyers don't think 
they're funny and other people 
don ' t thi nk they ' re jokes. 
Chances are you've heard this 
joke or another one like it. In fact, 
chances are that you've heard 
more lawyer jokes si nce you 
started law school than you ever 
thought existed. Why is it that 
every person, whether you know 
th ~~ . "= ~ h !>.er ..i ' 
them or no , is compe o e I 
you their most offensive lawyer 
joke when they find out you' re 
in law school? It could be a ran-
dom person on the street, or it 
could even be your grandmother. 
One thing's for sure - they ' re 
going to tell you a lawyer joke. 
"What's going on here?" you 
ask. ''I'm a nice person. Why are 
all these people out to get me?" 
We can only speculate as to 
the answer of this question. But 
See LAWYER JOKES, page 6 
ANNUAL GUIDE TO STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
THE DAILY OKlAHOMAN (AP) 
n Ok ahoma City fireman wai near explos1or-danag 
the federal building blast that killed 168 people on April 19, 19"35. 
Voices from the Nichols trial 
GAVEL STAFF 
Three people who played 
important roles in the trial of 
Terry Nichols, responsible in 
part for the 1995 Oklahoma 
City bomb that killed 168, 
shared remarks about working 
in a high-profile criminal case 
on Oct. 13 at Cleveland-
Marshall. 
The panelists were Jeffrey 
Mearns, a prosecutor in the 
case, C-M's own assistant 
professor Adam Thurschwell, 
an attorney on the defense 
team, and Edward Killam, the 
defense 's chief investigator. 
Turn to page 2 for more on 
how they viewed the swarm-
ing media in the Nichols trial. 
Kapur pans 
Hindu Right 
Group uses wolf-in-sheep's-clothing 
tactics to advance agenda, says prof 
By Moira Arsenault 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
In an Oct. 6 lecture to a ca-
pacity moot court room audience, 
visiting professor Ratna Kapur 
described how 
the Hindu 
Right, a group 
of r!ght-wing 
nationalist or-
ganizations de-
voted to creat-
ing a Hindu 
state in India, 
is using secu-
Ratna Kapur 
larism to advance its religious 
agenda in politics and the govern-
ment. 
Titled "The Two Faces of 
Secularism and Its Impact on 
Women 's Rights," Kapur's lec-
ture addressed how the Hindu 
Right is promoting its religious 
thought through secularism, rather 
than waging war against it. 
While outwardly promoting 
liberal concepts of equality, 
Kapur said, this group is actually 
seeking to denigrate, and ulti-
mately subjugate, non-Hindu 
groups while promoting its own 
concepts of religion and culture. 
Further, a recent ruling by Indian 
courts affirmed that a particular 
Hindu Right political speech, 
seen by many as espousing reli-
gious enmity, was not endorsing 
religion but describing a subcul-
ture. 
Kapur, who is director of the 
Centre for Feminist Legal Re-
search in New Dehli , India, pos-
ited that this development is rela-
tive to the U.S. right-wing and 
fundamentalist groups around 
See KAPUR, page 6 
CSU forces law review to hire 
in-state printer at twice the cost 
. -~ CUVl.LAND . 
STAD 
UY 
REVIAY 
funds must be found by 
C-M to keep publishing 
the law review. 
Wilson said her legal 
analysis was "a straight 
interpretation" and im-
plied that a broader inter-
pretation of the appli-
cable section was not ap-
propriate, despite a 
clause that allows institu-
tions to purchase printing 
from an out-of-state 
printer if " the required 
printed products are not 
available from a vendor 
O'Neill suing 
to bar restraint 
on inmates' 
final words 
By Ann Vaughn 
STAFF WRITER 
An in-state printer will 
charge an estimated double the 
price per issue to produce the 
Cleveland-Marshall Law Re-
view this year, its editor said. 
Editor-in-ChiefBrian Riley 
said Ohio laws require public 
universities to use competitive 
bidding procedures and that all 
contracts are to preferentially 
go to in-state bidders. 
To comply with this law, the 
law review is faced with much 
higher printing rates than would 
be incurred by using an out-of-
state printer who specializes in 
this type of high-quality printed 
product. 
Riley said C-M used the At-
lanta-based Darby Printing for 
two prior issues. Darby pro-
vided bound reprints instead of 
stapled copies. Currently, there 
are no printers specializing in 
law review publ ications in 
Ohio, so resetting presses and 
changing papers adds to the 
overall costs charged for print-
ing orders. 
CSU 's legal counsel re-
quired C-M to abandon Darby 
Printing and accept bids from 
Ohio companies that are unable 
to meet out-of-state prices. 
"Economics does not have any 
bearing on this policy," said 
Sonali Williams, CSU's in-
house counsel. She said she 
simply looked at the law and 
gave her interpretation of the 
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who has manufacturing 
facilities within this 
state." 
NO CREDIT "I am unhappy with 
applic~ble statute . Conse- the law review printing situa-
quently, a $4,000 per-issue lion," Dean Steven Steinglass 
price became $8,000 using an said. "I would like to see the 
in-state printer. Over one aca- situation changed." 
demic year, a minimum of C-M's overall budgeting is 
$16,000 extra tuition or state See LAW REVIEW, page 6 
By Frank Scialdone 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
In the inaugural installment of 
the Cleveland-Marshall faculty 
lecture series, professor Kevin F. 
O'Neill discussed his efforts to 
use the First Amendment to strike 
down an Ohio prison regulation 
that censors an inmate 's last 
words before execution. 
More than 50 faculty mem-
bers, students and administrators 
crowded into the student services 
center Sept. 29 to hear O'Neill 
discuss his pending federal dis-
trict court case against the regu-
lation and bis forthcoming schol-
See INMATES, page 6 
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Local building 
owner sues 
CS T to al., 
foreclosure 
By Beckv Muncv 
1HE CLEVELAND STATER 
Cleveland State has been 
named a defendant in a lawsuit 
initiated by Howard Shanker, 
owner of Shanker International. 
In a complaint filed Aug. 26, 
Shanker also named Ohio Savings 
Bank, the Cleveland State Univer-
sity Foundation and Robert 
Goldberg as defendants. 
Shanker owns the building at 
the comer of East 18th Street and 
Chester Avenue. The building is 
just behind the law school library. 
Shanker claims the university 
has wanted to purchase his build-
ing as part of a master plan for 
new construction. The plan was 
outlined in a brochure called 
"Pathways to Learning: Campus 
and Facilities Master Plan," dis-
tributed by CSU President Claire 
Van Ummerson's office after she 
became president in April 1996. 
In an interview on Sept. 8, 
Shanker said CSU offered to pur-
chase the building from him for 
$10 per square foot. Shanker 
claims CSU purchased a building 
across the street from his for 
$52.50 per square foot. Because 
of this price difference, Shanker 
would not accept the offer. 
Legal counsel for CSU con-
finned only that the university had 
been talking with Shanker about 
purchasing the property, but the 
lawsuit states that "when negotia-
tions for the property fell through, 
CSU repre.sentatives threatened to 
acquire the property through fore-
closure action." 
Roger Synenberg, CSU's at-
torney, declined comment. 
Shanker charged that he could 
not pay the mortgage on the build-
ing because he was unable to gen-
erate income after CSU allegedly 
made it known through its master 
plan that it intended to obtain his 
property for further expansion. 
Shanker's complaint says that 
because CSU could not obtain the 
property by outright sale, the 
school made an agreement with 
Goldberg, the head of Ohio Sav-
ings Foundation and the director 
of the CSU Foundation, to pur-
chase his existing mortgage from 
Huntington Bank, then foreclose 
on the property. In July 1999 Ohio 
Savings Foundation purchased 
the mortgage from Huntington. 
The litigation is still in the pre-
trial stage. 
- Reprinted from The 
Cleveland Stater 
October 1999 
Oklahoma bombing revisited 
Foes in Nichols 
case say media 
blitz hurt fairness 
By Monica Clardy 
STAFF WRITER 
In the first Cleveland-Marshall criminal 
justice forum of the year, on Oct. 13 a panel 
of criminal justice professionals shared their 
experiences in the high-profile Terry Nichols 
case with an overflowing audience in the 
moot court. room. 
Nichols was indicted along with Timo-
thy McVeigh for conspiracy and murder in 
the April 19, 1995, bombing of the federal 
building in Oklahoma City, which 
killed 168 people. Nichols was 
convicted of conspiracy and sen-
tenced to life; McVeigh was con-
victed of murder and given the 
death penalty. 
Those on the panel were 
Geoffrey S. Mearns, an assistant 
prosecutor, Adam Thurschwell, a 
member of the defense team and 
Edward Killam, the chief defense 
investigator. 
Mearns, a partner with Th-
ompson Hine & Flory, said one of his big-
gest tasks in the Nichols case was preventing 
the witnesses from letting the media cover-
age skew their testimony. 
"Most fact witnesses - those who will 
be put on the stand - had also been ex-
posed to a constant amount of publicity," 
Mearns said. He said he was constantly en-
gaged in preparing the witnesses, and was 
"faced with very unusual challenges of 
dealing with witnesses not used to testify-
ing, especially in a high profile capital 
case." 
Thurschwell, who is currently an assis-
tant professor at C-M, emphasized the role 
of the media in such trials. 
"Media scrutiny presents a problem in 
any criminal case," he said, "since defense 
NO CREDIT (2) 
Nichols {left) was indicted for the April 19, 1995 bombing in Oklahoma City. 
attorneys would prefer ju-
rors to have ·a good image 
of your client." 
Although the defen-
dant's character is irrelevant 
during the jury trial, 
Thurschwell said, character becomes dou-
bly important during the sentencing phase, 
when the jury takes everything into consid-
eration. He advised defense lawyers to "keep 
your head low and don't_ comment" to the 
media because you don't want to say any-
thing that will damage your client. 
Killam, chief defense investigator and 
founder and president of Alliance Services, 
Inc., saw advantages to working on the 
Nichols case. 
"We went second, after Timothy 
McVeigh," Killam said. Defense counsel 
decided early on that, unlike Mc Veigh' s trial, 
it would not include the media in its defense 
strategies. "Because of this," he said, "we 
were able to distance ourselves from the 
McVeigh case." 
But this strategy had its drawbacks. 
"When it was our tum to investigate and in-
terview witnesses," Killam said, "we spent a 
great deal of time explaining that we were 
not representing McVeigh, but the other guy 
- Terry Nichols." 
Another disadvantage was u-sing a gov-
ernment travel agency for the defense 
team's court-authorized travel, Killam said. 
In making travel arrangements, they often 
explained who they were visiting, why, 
when and where, "which the FBI appeared 
to be using to track our investigation," he 
noted. 
"We never felt we were operating with 
any degree of confidentiality because the fed-
eral government always scrutinized what we 
did," Killam said. 
Asked if there was anything he would 
have done differently, Thurschwell re-
sponded, "We may have hammered too hard 
on points the jury already agreed with us on, 
which wasted time and caused some confu-
sion for the jury." 
Does aristocracy guide democracy? 
By Eileen Sutker 
STAFF EDITOR 
Gordon S. Wood came to 
town. As the 69th Cleveland-
Marshall Fund Lecturer on Oct. 
21, his talk was on the origins 
of American democracy. His 
I 
mild irritation 
Analysis when professor 
David Goshien 
failed to mention the subject-de-
fining subtitle referring to the 
American revolutionary period, 
lent wry humor to his opening. 
Wood's thesis basically 
shoots the head off of Thomas 
Hobbs' "Leviathan" and re-
places it with a duty-bound re-
- publican aristocracy that sup-
posedly is better suited to rule 
because of a perceived ability to 
focus on the larger societal good 
due to its members ' individual 
wealth. 
In contrast, the Leviathan 
The irony of a Pulitzer Prize winner 
- a member of the Harvard elite -
speaking to predominantly working-
class Midwestern students about the 
historical role of aristocracy in this 
nation was not lost on many listeners. 
simplistically may be viewed as 
a super-body composed of all 
people joining by ceding indi-
vidual autonomy to serve the 
greater public good. 
Wood likens the revolution-
ary-period outsider with a work-
ing-class background, such as 
William Findley, to a democratic 
anomaly who acted as a "judge 
in his own cause" when elected 
to public office. He suggests that 
aristocratic conflicts of interest 
between personal and public 
goals were less troubling to early 
American voters than today. 
Yet the irony of a Pultizer 
Prize winner - a member of the 
Harvard elite ___: speaking to 
predominantly working-class 
Midwestern students about the 
historical role of aristocracy in 
leading this nation was not lost 
on many listeners. Meanwhile, 
he gave lip service to how these 
same agendas were played out 
in the microcosm of the 1960s 
and may still be the underlying 
sociological restraint inhibiting 
election campaign reform. 
The revolutionary-era re-
publican notions of the origins 
of democracy live on. Just ask 
any custodial worker who's seen 
"Good Will Hunting." 
The 31st-annual Moot 
Court Night will be held 
Nov.10, 1999,at7:30p.m. 
in the moot court room. 
The teams representing 
Cleveland-Marshall at the 
National Moot Court Com-
petition, Region VI, will 
present their arguments ad-
dressing the admissibility of 
a criminal suspect's custo-
dial confession and the ad-
missibility of a self-inculpa-
tory accomplice statement 
A wine and cheese re-
ception will be held in the 
atrium following the event. 
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THE GAVEL'S 
Annual Guide 
to Student 
Organizations 
Student organization? An oxymoron to some. To others, 
it's a refreshing diversion from the usual rigor and a great 
excuse for poor grades. So put down your Contracts, IL, 
and study the real goods - you 've got a resume to build. 
• American Bar Association 
The ABA is a voluntary 
membership association of attor-
neys and one of the most active 
lobbying groups in the country. 
Cleveland-Marshall students are 
eligible for membership in the 
ABA's Law Student Division. 
The membership offers many 
benefits, such as Student Lawyer 
magazine, low-cost health insur-
ance, discount car rental from 
Hertz and free or inexpensive 
publications that will help you in 
law school and planning your le-
gal career. Contact the Student 
Bar Association for membership 
information. 
• Asian-Pacific Islanders 
Law Students Association 
As a group, Asian and Pacific 
Americans represent the fastest 
growing segment of the U.S. 
population. This group has only 
recently entered into the legal 
profession in significant num-
bers. The Asian Pacific Islander 
Law Students Association 
(APILSA) was formed to address 
the concerns of Asian students as 
well as to provide support to its 
members . APILSA welcomes 
and encourages all students, not 
only those of Asian descent, to 
participate in activities aimed at 
educating individuals about the 
many issues affecting Asian 
Americans. 
APILSA offers a forum for its 
members to meet Asian-Ameri-
can lawyers workirig in the 
Cleveland area through guest 
speakers and through close ties 
with the Asian American Bar As-
sociation of Ohio. 
• Black Law Students 
Association 
The Black Law Students As-
sociation (BLSA) is a national 
organization with chapters at law 
schools across the country. The 
C-M chapter of BLSA sponsors 
and cosponsors various educa-
tional and social events through-
out the year. Its biggest event is 
the BLSA Scholarship Banquet, 
which is held every year in April. 
Although BLSA's primary pur-
pose is to provide assistance in 
preparation and retention of Af-
rican-American law students, 
BLSA membership is open to all 
students. 
• Business Law Association 
The Business Law Associa-
tion promotes the interests of stu-
dents interested in all aspects of 
business: law, securities, corpo-
rate transactions, business and 
commercial litigation, taxation 
and intellectual property. Stu-
dents and members can expect 
events which educate and pro-
vide a social environment in 
which to meet and network with 
practicing business law attor-
neys . Association socials give 
students an opportunity to meet 
with students with interests simi-
lar to their own. 
• Christian Legal Society 
The Christian Legal Society 
is a group for students interested 
in discussing the interaction of 
law with Christianity and inte-
grating it into their way of life. 
All law students are encouraged 
to attend meetings and share their 
views of the law as it relates to 
Christian beliefs. 
• Cleveland State Law 
Review 
Law reviews are the scholarly 
journals of the legal profession. 
Four times each year, the "Cleve-
land State Law Review" pub-
lishes articles of both local and 
national significance. Students 
are invited to join the Law Re-
view as associate members at the 
end of their first year of legal 
studies by ranking in the top I 0 
percent of their class or by suc-
cessfully competing in a summer 
writing competition following 
their first year. During the first 
year of Law Review, associate 
members assist the editorial 
board in publishing the law re-
view and produce a comprehen-
sive note on a topic of their 
choice. 
• Coalition on Equal Rights 
The goal of the Coalition on 
Equal Rights is to provide a safe 
place where all students, regard-
less of their sexual orientation, 
can come together to discuss, 
promote and address issues con-
cerning basic human rights. 
• Criminal Law Society 
The Criminal Law Society 
(CLS) consists of students and 
recent graduates interested in 
both prosecutorial and defense 
aspects of the criminal justice 
system. 
The C-M chapter of CLS is 
not limited to those with a de-
fense-oriented point of view; 
rather, the group is designed to 
accommodate all students with 
an interest in criminal law. CLS 
was formerly the C-M Chapter 
of the Ohio Association of Crimi-
nal Defense Lawyers. 
• Environmental Law 
Association 
The Environmental Law As-
sociation provides students an 
opportunity to meet fellow stu-
dents with an interest in environ-
mental law. Activities will in-
clude social functions and host-
ing guest speakers as part of its 
"Career Day" in the spring. 
• Federalist Society 
The Federalist Society is a 
conservative and libertarian 
group founded on the following 
principles: that the state exists to 
preserve freedom, that the sepa-
ration of governmental powers is 
central to our Constitution, and 
that it is the province and duty of 
the judiciary to say what the law 
is, not what it should be. 
The Federalist SocIB!y seeks 
to promote these ideas by invit-
ing speakers from across the 
country to come to C-M. Stu-
dents who find themselves at 
philosophical odds with the fac-
ulty and administration will find 
the Federalist Society to be ben-
eficial. In addition, for only $5 
students will receive a quarterly 
newsletter and a subscription to 
the Harvard Journal of Law and 
Public Policy, which is one of the 
three most widely circulated law 
reviews in the country. 
• Hispanic Law Students 
Association 
The Hispanic Law Students 
Association (HLSA) creates and 
maintains a local and national 
network between practitioners 
and C-M students, and serves as 
a voice for the concerns and 
opinions of the Hispanics in edu-
cational communities. One of the 
group 's projects involves a 
mentoring program for young 
Hispanic and Latino people. 
•International Law 
Students Association 
The International Law Stu-
dents Association (ILSA) pro-
motes an understanding and rec-
ognition of the principles of in-
ternational law. It exists to edu-
cate students in the principles and 
purposes of international law, as 
well as international law organi-
zations and institutions. 
The most important benefit 
ILSA provides to C-M students 
is a forum for international is-
sues. ILSA is a place where stu-
dents can exchange ideas about 
topics effecting international law. 
ILSA also provides information 
about regional, national and in-
ternational organizations whose 
focus is international law. 
• Jewish Law Students 
Association 
In conj unc tion with the 
CWRU Hillel, this organization 
sends mailings to students inter-
ested in the range of Jewish ac-
tivities in the area. Contact the 
Hillel to be added to its mailing 
list and check postings for C-M 
meetings. 
• Journal of Law and Health 
The "Journal of Law and 
Health" is a law review devoted 
to publishing timely and informa-
tive articles in the area of health 
and the law. Two issues of the 
Journal are published each year. 
After the completion of their first 
year, students ranking in the top 
20 percent of their class are au-
tomatically extended invitations 
to join the Journal as associate 
members. Students may also join 
the Journal staff upon success-
fully competing in the annual 
Summer Writing Competition. 
Associate members' duties 
include subciting articles submit-
ted for publication and writing 
two case comments or a note that 
is evaluated by the Journal's edi-
torial board. The note is a stu-
dent manuscript which focuses 
on an area or issue in the law re-
lating to health. Often the note 
centers around a proposal to a so-
lution to a current problem and 
has an analytical emphasis. The 
note must be of publishable qual-
ity to be accepted. If the note is 
accepted by the current editorial 
staff, the student joins the edito-
rial board for the following year. 
•Justinian Forum 
The Justinian Forum is a bar 
association representing attor-
neys and judges of Italian-Ameri-
can descent in Cuyahoga County. 
The student organization was de-
veloped to work in conjunction 
with the bar association to pro-
mote and foster understanding of 
the roles ofltalian-Americans in 
matters involving social justice 
issues. Members are invited to at-
tend and participate in all func-
tions of the bar association. The 
chapter works to elevate and 
maintain the standards of integ-
rity and honor among the student 
body, while promoting legal , cul-
tural and social activities. 
•Moot Court 
The Moot Court Board of 
Governors is a program designed 
to develop and refine brief writ-
ing and oral advocacy skills. Stu-
dents participate in interscholas-
ti c competiti ons, which are 
j udged on the quality of written 
briefs and oral arguments. 
Any student may become a 
member of the Moot Court board 
by completing advanced brief 
writing and successfully compet-
ing in the upper division spring 
intramural competition. To com-
pete in the competition, students 
must enroll in advanced brief 
writing in the fall semester. Be-
tween 12 and 18 individuals are 
invited to join the board. The bal-
ance of board members (0-6) are 
selected through a first-year in-
tramural competition which is 
part of the legal writing program. 
Qualified first-year students 
compete interscholastically as 
second~year students with the 
advice and assis tance of the 
board. 
Moot Court, an excellent op-
portunity to develop and refine 
advocacy skills, brings recogni-
tion to C-M and helps its mem-
bers make nationwide contacts at 
the competitions. 
• Delta Theta Phi 
As an international profes-
sional law fraternity, Delta Theta 
Phi provides students the oppor-
tunity to network with alumni 
through social functions, partici-
pate in charitable events and 
build relationships with fellow 
law students. 
• Student Bar Association 
The Student Bar Association 
is the voice of the student body, 
oversees student groups and or-
ganizes social and educational 
programs throughout the year. 
Four officers are elected in the 
spring semester; senators are 
elected or appointed in the fall. 
• Student Public Interest 
Law Organization 
The Student Public Interest 
Law Organization (SPILO) ad-
dresses issues regarding commu-
nity service and pro bono work 
and endeavors to provide stu-
dents with exposure to work ex-
perience and careers in the pub-
lic service field. SPILO is a spon-
sor of the C-M First Monday pro-
gram and runs the Street Law 
program, in which law students 
team up with public school teach-
ers to give high school students 
a basic understanding of the law. 
Last year SPILO raised funds 
and collected supplies to benefit 
Providence House, a local crisis 
nursery and women 's shelter. 
This year SPILO intends to con-
tinue its work with Street Law 
and Providence House, to add 
projects benefiting the homeless 
and to aid local elementary school 
students needing help in reading. 
• Women Law Students 
Association 
The Women Law Students 
Association (WLSA) strives to 
promote awareness of women's 
and societal issues and sponsors 
the annual Mock Trial, a silent 
auction with Delta Theta Phi and 
guest speakers. 
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So you want to be a judge, eh? 
Now IBAT YOU ARE in nearly constant study of the law-not too bold 
an assumption for law students -
I am swe that many of you are con-
sidering the judiciary as part of 
your futwe legal career. 
Judgeships are 
Alumni available in both 
the state and fed-
Ad vice eral systems. In 
the state system 
there are municipal, common pleas 
and appellate courts, including the 
Supreme Court of Ohio. Many se-
lect this field because they have de-
veloped a judicial temperament 
over their career - which includes 
such qualities as patience, fairness, 
sound legal judgment and indepen-
dence. Especially independence, 
as the rule oflaw must prevail over 
special interests or public opinion. 
Remember the 1971 admonition of 
Associate Justice Hugo Black in 
the New York Times: "The 
layman's constitutional view is that 
what he likes is constitutional and 
that which he doesn't like is un-
constitutional." You may also en-
joy the challenge presented by the 
myriad of the legal issues that come 
before the court and the judge's 
ability to decide them rather than 
argue one side. As Chief Justice 
John Marshall stated in Marbury 
v. Madison: "It is emphatically the 
province and duty of the judicial 
department to say what the Jaw is." 
But before you can be a judge 
you must meet the requirements as 
outlined in the Ohio Revised Code . 
(see sections 1907.13, 1901.06-07, 
2301.01 , 2501.02, and 2503.01). 
Basically, you must be a voter in 
the jurisdiction and have practiced 
law for a minimum of six years. 
Once you meet these requirements, 
there are two ways to obtain a state 
NO CREDIT - CORBIS 
judgeship: by appointment or elec-
tion. In the first instance, the gov-
ernor selects a qualified attorney 
either known to him or her, or rec-
ommended by a local civic or po-
litical leader. Often, this also re-
quires a recommendation by the 
local bar association that the ap-
plicant is qualified to serve. 
To be elected, you need to 
Night students sacrificing family, work and 
friends for four evenings of academic bliss 
By Kelly R. Johnson 
STAFF WRITER 
If you are a first-year part-
time evening law student, right 
about now you are thinking , 
"What have I gotten myself 
into?" If 1'0U haven't yet asked 
that question, just wait until fi-
nals. 
Once the excitement of going 
back to school morphs into anxi-
ety because you are not prepared 
for class (you had to work 
through lunch) and you have a 
gut feeling the professor knows 
this and will call on you tonight, 
you will understand the sacrifice 
of undertaking your law studies 
atnighL 
1bere are several sacrifices 
you are making. First, you are not 
available to_ your family. No 
longer will you eat dinner with 
your family at 6 p.m. Instead, you 
will be heating up leftovers at 10 
p.m. or skipping dinner alto-
gether. 
Diana Muhlberg, a 2L 
evening student, said the burden 
of an evening schedule has fallen 
on her husband and her three 
children. Because she is in class 
four nights a week, she is not 
aroUnd to make dinner, help with 
homework and be involved in 
their extracurricular activities. 
Her family had to make the ad-
j us tmen t around .her hectic 
schedule. 
Second, your social life is al-
most non-existent. Saturdays are 
now scheduled at the library for 
reading next week's assignments 
instead of going to a football 
game, or shopping, or doing ba-
sically anything you used to do 
on Saturdays. 
Third, hopefully your em-
ployer is aware of your commit-
ment, not that they are obligated 
to be flexible to your new law 
school schedule. Sleep is sacri-
ficed . You will find yourself 
Diana Muhlberg, a 
2L evening student, 
said the burden of 
· an evening sched-
ule has fallen on 
her husband and 
three children when 
she's at class four 
nights a week. 
craving catnaps at your desk and 
taking work home because you 
used the time during the day to 
finish reading your homework 
due tonight. 
Perhaps you miss time to 
yourself the most. Beth Clark, a 
2L day student taking a night 
class, balances work and school, 
sometimes staying at Cleveland-
Marshall for 12 hours a day. 
"Small errands are difficult to 
attend to between work and 
school ," she said. Rick Collum, 
a 4L evening student, agrees with 
the time sacrifice. For him, time 
has become more precious and 
he does not waste it on trivial 
matters. 
Chances are, you have expe-
rienced some of these sacrifices 
and can likely add a few to the 
list. Of course, life is full of sac-
rifices . But as the year pro-
gresses, you will find ways to 
juggle your responsibilities, your 
social life will return, and your 
family will forgive you. And at 
the end of your law school ca-
reer, you will have spent roughly 
three years, 11 months, 29 days, 
23 hours and 60 minutes of your 
life, living and learning the law. 
Now that's a sacrifice. 
Law students who 
aspire to a career 
in the judiciary 
should first learn 
the law, then the 
lay of the land. 
By Ralph Perk Jr. 
place your name on the ballot and 
receive the most votes, a plurality, 
in your race. To get your name on 
the ballot, you will need to have a 
specified number of voters sign 
your petition. And then take your 
campaign to the people. Keep in 
mind that there are numerous re-
strictions placed on candidates 
seekingjudicial office. A thorough 
and complete knowledge of the 
Code of Professional Responsibil-
ity and the Code of Judicial Con-
duct is required. 
There are also opportunities to 
serve as a judge on the federal 
bench, a lifetime appointment. It 
may be helpful as you read the next 
sentence to imagine yourself float-
ing on a cloud surrounded by 
choirs sin~ng glorious hymns. For 
you to become a federal judge, you 
will need to be recommended by 
the appropriate congressional rep-
resentative and appointed by the 
president of the United States. 
In preparation for a career in 
the judiciacy, I recommend that you 
obtain as much experience in the 
courtroom as possible - espe-
cially trials (bench and jury) and 
civil motion practice. I also recom-
mend that you become active in 
your bar associations as well as 
selected civic and political orga-
nizations. And, above all, develop 
a reputation as a lawyer such that 
the appointing authority and the 
voters will be proud to select you 
in the highest tradition for the 
bench. As Francis Bacon noted in 
1615, '1f we do not maintain Jus-
tice, Justice will not maintain us." 
And when you become a judge 
remember the words of Judge 
Shearman in the 1928 Marsland 
v. Taggart opinion: "Justices come 
and go, but justice itself should 
endure." 
• About Ralph J. Perk Jr.: Judge 
Perk, a 1983 graduate of Cleve-
land-Marshall, serves as one of 13 
judges in Cleve-
land Municipal 
Court. In February 
1991 Gov. George 
Voinovich ap-
pointed Perk to the 
bench . He was 
elected to a full term in Novembe\" 
1991 and re-elected to his second 
full term in November 1997. His 
father was aeveland's 51 st mayor. 
Combat law school's lows 
with intellectual fortitude 
By Karin Mika 
•Why is cynicism and nega-
tivity so pervasive in law school, 
especially from professors? 
Cynicism and negativity 
stems more from recognizing re-
ality rather than as a reflection 
of true demeanor, feelings about 
Legal 
Writing 
students or 
feelings about 
one's self for 
that matter. 
The law, in 
many instances, is not a very hos-
pitable profession. In many 
cases, itis not for the timid, weak-
spirited or non-assertive person-
ality. People need to know that 
before they invest three years' 
worth of time and money. 
In addition, unlike most un-
dergraduate institutions that al-
low you to do what you want as 
long as you pay your tuition, we 
really care what happens to you. 
We know that the profession is 
primarily a writing profession 
and that most incoming students 
do not have as strong a writing 
background as will be expected. 
We know that, in order for you 
to compete for jobs with indi-
viduals from more prestigious 
schools, we will have to teach 
you exceptional lawyering skills. 
We also know that the Ohio Bar 
Examiners have constructed an 
exam that is specifically formu-
lated to make a certain percent-
age of individuals fail. 
With all this, it's tough to say, 
"OK, just relax and have fun with 
it." More apropos would be to 
say, ''Tcy to have a unique type 
of fun that one can only get from 
intellectual rigor." 
Law school is a peculiar time 
in an attorney's life. I once met 
an attorney from.Michigan (who 
attended Cleveland-Marshall). 
He told me that he hated every 
minute of law school so much 
that he CSSf'flliaDy shut down ev-
ery recollection of it after gradu-
ation - this dwing a period of 
time in which the pass rate of the 
bar exam was routinely over 90 
percenL On the other side of the 
coin, I have numerous friends 
who remember law school as the 
best three years of their "attor-
ney" lives because, despite the 
rigor (and the life-or-death 
project deadlines), it was essen-
tially make-believe. 
Mika is the assistant direc-
tor of legal, writing at C-M. 
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INMATES: O'Neill invokes First Amendment to free last words 
Continued from page 1 - junction in federal district court cause it deals with the question, 
arly article on the subject. July 6 to stop the prison from con- Where do our rights come from?" 
The Southern Ohio Correc- tinuing the practice. he said. "It is an example of the 
tional Facility at Lucasville, where Lawyers for the prison system role of lawyers as historians, go-
all Ohio executions are conducted, have since responded with a mo- ing back and dredging up, like ar-
initiated a regulation May 1997 tion to dismiss the injunction. cheologists, the fragments of the 
that prohibits prisoners from pub- O'Neill believes the claim will sur- past to find out where our laws 
licly speaking their last words im- vive the motion, which would came from." 
mediately before their death. The mean a trial may begin 90 days The prison's regulation dis-
regulation is designed to shield the following the court's decision, or penses with a practice that has been 
victim's family from potentially about at the end of the year. honored "from time immemorial," 
offensive statements made by pris- said O'Neill. The condemned pris-
oners. A case of first impression oners' right to voice their last 
Under the regulation, prison- Whether the First Amendment words before execution has a 
ers can write a statement to be read provides a right allowing prison- documented history dating more 
aloud by the warden after a ers to verbalize their last words than 600 years and more than 300 
prisoner's execution, but the war- remains unclear, as no court has years in North America, he said. 
den has complete editorial control ever decided on the matter. Much ofO'Neill's research for 
to edit or exclude any part of a However, the long-docu- the case involved chronicling early 
prisoner's statement. mented history of the privilege to European and American history to 
O'Neill views this regulation as make a last dying speech is a strong establish that the right does exist. 
a violation of First Amendment rationale for the fact that the right 'The privilege was extended to 
law. On behalf of two death row does exist, according to O'Neill. everyone: from kings, queens, and 
inmates, he filed a preliminary in- "The case is exciting to me be- aristocrats to the lowest of the low 
KAPUR: Secularism used to push propaganda 
Continued from page 1 -
the globe claiming secularism for 
themselves. 
Church and state are not as 
separate as we think because 
"God" seems to occupy a more 
central role these days, she said. 
Formal religion is in cahoots with 
government. Her examples: New 
York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani:s 
recent funding cuts for the 
Brooklyn Museum of Art after a 
nontraditional portrayal of a re-
ligious theme, the current contro-
versy over school vouchers and 
Vice President Al Gore's asser-
. ti on of his religious beliefs on the 
campaign trail. 
In a secular state, equal re-
spect for all .religions can mean 
treating all groups like the ma-
jority or being niore protective of 
minorities, Kapur said. With the 
Hindu Right, however, it can 
mean projecting an image of 
equal respect and tolerance while 
diminishing and elimi-
nating minorities. 
For example, by de-
crying the treatment of 
Muslim women by 
Muslim men, the Hindu 
Right proclaims its sup-
port for women's rights 
but subtly condemns 
Muslim religion and 
culture, she said. And 
the group promotes 
equality for Muslim 
women by making them 
equal to Hindu women 
- but not to men. 
Kapur said that fully 
understanding religious 
and political parties' 
agendas requires an exclamation 
of their strategies. To get to true 
secularism, she urged, there must 
be more contesting and challeng-
ing of views and less acceptance 
of propositions at face value. 
Kapur predicted an uphill 
GREG HILDEBRANDT - DEAN'S OFFICE 
struggle to repair the damage 
done to the liberal democratic 
state. 
The annual visiting professor 
lecture was sponsored by Baker 
& Hostetler and named for Jo-
seph C. Hostetler. 
LAWVER JOKES: Outmaneuvering wiseacres 
Continued from page 1 -
since I don ' t see any of this law-
yer-bashing stopping anytime 
soon, I am going to skip right 
over the root of the problem and 
go straight to the back of the 
book - Chapter 10, Defenses. 
In all seriousness, I wanted to 
know what practicing attorneys 
thought about all the jokes. I 
wanted to know whether they ig-
nore them, whether they have a 
catchy comeback, or whether 
they have ever gone stark raving 
mad on some innocentjoketeller. 
"I simply tell them a better 
joke," says Leon Polott, of coun-
sel for the law firm of Hahn 
Loeser & Parks. "You learn to 
grow a tough skin, because it 
could be a person you work with 
or like, and you have to deal with 
them on a daily basis." . 
Polott's theory of why people 
tell lawyer jokes is well-
grounded. Lawyers are required 
to participate in conflict, and any-
thing having to do with conflict 
is not generally favored . More-
over, there is always a winning 
and losing side, and people pre-
fer not to be on the losing side. 
If a party has lost a case, they will 
often associate that loss with their 
lawyer. Also, lawyers are looked 
I wanted to 
know whether 
lawyers ignore 
the jokes, 
whether they 
have a catchy 
comeback, or 
whether they 
have ever gone 
stark raving mad 
on some inno-
cent joketeller. 
at as a cost, and whether it is nec-
essary or not, people do not like 
to pay the high price. 
In a mirror reaction, Cleve-
land Heights · Magistrate 
Georgeann Schmidt agrees with 
Polott. But where Polott tells an 
unrelated joke, Schmidt tells 
people an even better lawyer 
joke. "You have to be able to take 
your own profession in fun," she 
said. 
So there's the answer - tell 
another joke. It's not as exciting 
a reply as I wanted, but it is an 
intelligent decision. So along 
with memorizing elements and 
rules for the bar, arm yourself 
with a good joke, because you'll 
need it. And from what I've 
-heard, no innocent joketeller has 
been physically harmed by a law-
yer - yet. 
Lechowick, a 3L, is the ex-
ecutive director of the French-
Ame rican Chamber of Com-
merce in Cleveland. 
· - even to prisoners of war and constitutional, he said. 
those convicted of treason," he O'Neill said the prison's regu-
said. "The most hated criminals lation should be eliminated under 
were allowed to deliver a dying the strict scrutiny reserved for con-
speech, including the assassins of tent-based restrictions on speech. 
Presidents Lincoln, Garfield, and "Ohio adopted this regulation be-
McKinley." cause of the communicative im-
O'Neill will argue that the pact of potential statements by con-
regulation violates three bodies of demned prisoners, and that is the 
First Amendment law: prior re- very definition of a content-based 
strain ts that vest unfettered discre- restriction," he said. 
lion in the reviewing official, con- Because the prison's regulation 
tent-based restrictions on speech, restricts "expressive access to pub-
and the public forum doctrine. licly owned property," it is gov-
Prison officials have publicly erned by the public forum doctrine, 
declared that the warden will have according to O'Neill. "Even if the 
complete editorial control over the court refuses to accept that the ex-
prisoner's written statement. First ecution chamber is a public forum, 
Amendment law forbids this type the regulation nevertheless violates 
of absolute control, according to the First Amendment because, as 
O'Neill. If the court does not rec- a viewpoint based restriction on 
ognize the right of a prisoner to speech, it exceeds the state's power 
make a last dying speech, the ap- to limit expression in a nonpublic 
plication of the regulation is un- forum," he said. 
Once elusive, right to vote 
should be taken seriously 
By Linda Griffin 
STAFF EDITOR 
Voting is important, and enor-
mous turnouts demonstrate to 
politicians and society at large 
that individual votes greatly im-
pact the outcome of an election. 
Voting changed the past and will 
continue to shape the future. The 
general election is Tuesday, Nov. 
2, and polls will be open in Ohio 
from6:30a.m. to7:30p.m. Vot-
ing is a powerful privilege, influ-
encing the decision-making pro- Suffrage cartoon, 1909 
cesses of elected officials. 
CORBIS 
The right to vote was not al-
ways freely given to all individu-
als. The struggle began in 1870 
when the 15th Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution gave all citi-
zens the right to vote regardless 
of race, color or previous condi-
tion of servitude. Because the 
amendment also allowed the 
states to establish their individual 
requirements and qualifications 
for voting, it was not an effec-
tive guarantee. Consequently, 
blacks faced threats, intimidation 
and economic pressures trying to 
exercise their newly gained right. 
The fight continued with vot-
ing rights legislation. In 1920 the 
19th Amendment granted 
women the right to vote. The 
Voting Rights Act of 1 %5 autho-
rized suspension of the literacy 
tests that were still used to pre-
vent blacks from voting, and this 
action was responsible for the 
first significant increase in the 
number of black voters since Re-
construction. In 1964 Congress 
abolished the poll tax by pass-
ing the 24th Amendment. Then 
in 1971, the 26th Amendment 
lowered the voting age to 18. 
Voting causes change, and the 
privilege that was fought long 
and hard for should never be 
taken for granted. 
LAW REVIEW: CSU forces 
C-M to hire Ohio printer 
Continued from page 1 -
affected by this change, accord-
ing to Vicky Plata, C-M's di-
rector of budgeting, but "fiscal 
concerns are not part of the 
law." Plata has the task of find-
ing the funds to cover the extra 
printing costs. 
"It is difficult to spread the 
money to meet the costs," she 
said, because each issue is al-
located separately within a fis-
cal year. 
Charles Harp of the CSU 
purchasing department puts to-
gether the specifications for 
each issue. "Contracts are 
awarded to the lowest bidder 
unless we can prove the quality 
is less than what we expect, but 
quality has nothing to do with 
economics," Harp said. He said 
that proper use of state funds is 
important for the school, but 
accepts that his hands are tied 
because a lower cost out-of-state 
printer cannot be used. 
Unless either the statute or 
its local interpretation are 
changed, C-M must continue to 
search for the funds to cover 
these extra printing costs. 
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C-M, CSU 
should s lit 
When I consider the remark-
able disparity that exists between 
the two ends of the Cleveland State 
campus, the first thought that leaps 
to mind is metaphoric: A Tale of 
Two Cities. After spending more 
than two years as a student here -
and in the process trying to mind 
Ross 
Matlack 
my own busi-
ness, stay out of 
trouble and qui-
etly progress to-
ward graduation 
- my disgust 
has reached a pinnacle. It's time for 
Cleveland-Marshall to part com-
pany with its parent school. 
CSU itself is not renowned for 
much, and the recent actions of the 
administration concerning the hor-
ribly botched PeopleSoft conver-
sion are perfectly indicative of how 
CSU management has allowed the 
school to become a laughing stock. 
Cleveland State is not reputed to 
be a "good" school and it shouldn't 
be, because it hasn't earned a posi-
tive reputation. It is not sufficient 
after the fact to point fingers at con-
sultants, no matter how poorly they 
allegedly performed. Where was 
the oversight of PeopleSoft? Who 
was managing the project? And 
most importantly, who _among the 
administrative team will be held 
accountable? Someone should be 
fired, and lame attempts to pin the 
blame on third parties should be 
rejected. This was a textbook fail-
ure in management oversight. 
Go almost anywhere on this 
campus as a student and you' II en-
counter indifference at best, but 
more likely outright hostility from 
university employees. 1bis attitude 
problem flows directly from mis-
management at the top. CSU de-
serves to be flotsam on the sea of 
mediocrity precisely because there 
is no visible commitment from 
anyone in a leadership position to 
make the necessary changes. A 
sense of pride, of mission, of pur-
pose must originate with the lead-
ership for any organiz:ation to be 
successful. Without improving the 
overall sense of purpose of the uni-
versity, CSU will never be well re-
garded; more importantly, its stu-
dents will never be able to point 
with pride to their alma mater. Stu-
dents should come first. 
In sharp contrast to CSU, C-M 
has been steadily improving its 
reputation both academically and 
within the legal community. I was 
uncertain what to expect when I 
enrolled here, but I've been con-
sistently impressed with the dedi-
cation of the law administration, 
faculty and staff. While I'm sure 
atone time it was necessary for the 
law school to join with CSU, I'm 
also convinced the necessity of 
such a relationship has long since 
passed. As law students we gain 
nothing from this relation~hip, 
other than to have our diplomas 
tainted by association with CSU. 
C-M's leadership should begin re-
gaining the school's independence. 
If you think I'm wrong, ask 
yourselves why you refer to your 
school a-; "Marshall" and not CSU. 
Matlack is a staff writer and a 
hospilal aJministrator. 
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M own private ' dunno' 
By Michael Cheselka 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
T'S A PHRASE THE 
lLs have heard for the 
past two months. It ech-
oes through all our 
heads: "We are here to 
teach you to think like a lawyer." 
The lure of this secret society 
beckons with all its tradition, 
history and respect. Most stu-
dents struggle to redefine 
thought processes that fu nc-
tioned faithfully, as if factory-
installed, for a lifetime. I noticed 
the fi rst clues of this mental 
metamorphosis while reading an 
article in the morning paper. 
A suburban Chicago high 
school basketball player, sus-
pended from his team after two 
alcohol-related criminal viola-
tions, sues for reinstatement un-
der the Americans with Disabili-
ties Act. "DEVILS ANGLING FOR LAWYERS," 1800. NO CREDIT -CORBIS 
Our pre-lawyer brains 
reel at the thought, whir-
ring in willy-nilly direc-
tions. How dare that stu-
dent insult all the seriously 
disabled men and women 
who pulled on braces, or 
For me, 'thinking like a lawyer' 
sometimes clarifies, sometimes 
confounds open-and-shut cases 
took 'up crutches , or 
struggled in a wheelchair just to 
go outside for the morning pa-
per? Doesn't it seem that most 
people pulling into handicapped 
parking spaces are just fat? And 
why don't this kid's parents just 
- oh, never mind - they just 
use "time out" nowadays. 
There's more. The kid wants 
$100,000 in compensatory dam-
ages! Seems there's no settle-
ment money for good people 
anymore. The weirder you are, 
the more you make. Look at all 
the people on "Jerry Springer": 
a hundred years ago their rela-
tives would have bricked them 
up in the attic and told every-
one, "Oh, he died in the war." 
Not anymore. 
But the bigger picture beck-
ons. Local school boards are 
waiting this case out with bated 
breath, wondering whether there 
can ever be codes of conduct or 
minimum standards again . 
Coaches assert that earning a 
varsity letter is a privilege, not a 
right. The kid's mother says 
school officials will either make 
her son an example or leader. 
What ever happened to leading 
by example? How can a 17-year-
old sit around the house and dis-
cuss his felony convictions with 
his father, only to not have his 
old man yank him off the team 
for disgracing the family name? 
Then the lawyer-ly details 
jump out. The suit was brought 
in the U.S. District Court, so a 
federal question is at issue. The 
act doesn' t define the parameters 
of "disability." Is basketball a 
"major life activity" covered by 
the act? Does it have to be your 
own physical handicap? Mental 
handicap? Does a lazy or abusive 
A ' emar a le' Gavel staffer 
GAVEL STAFF of go he beho s," n 
What does 3L Gary toldthe comrnittee,"butrather 
Norman, a Gavel staff writer by the number of good friends 
for two years and Cleveland- he can call upon in times of 
Marshall's only blind student, both joy and sadness." 
have in common with In addition to his duties as 
Cleveland's Gateway sports a Gavel columnist, Norman is 
facilities? a representative of the Student 
The Board of Cuyahoga Bar Association, serves on 
County Commissioners is several C-M committees and 
proud of both - its creation, works in a legal clinic that as-
Gateway, for being accessible sis ts the unemployed. 
to the disabled, and Gary for Always impressed by his 
being named one of "20 Re- ability to bring such a unique 
markable People in 20 Re- couRTESYCOMMISSIONERS perspective to the paper (see 
markable Years" by the com- Deserved praise: 3L Gary Norman his article on aging, page 10), 
missioners' Advisory Committee on Persons with the staff of the Gavel is proud to extend our con-
Disabilities. gratulations to Gary for receiving this extraordi-
In 1979 the commissioners appointed repre- nary honor and recognition. 
sentatives to advise them on issues-facing people 
with disabilities. 'The resulting committee is com-
prised of advocates with disabilities, rehabilita-
tion professionals and able-bodied citizens com-
mitted to helping disabled people achieve their 
chosen level of success. 
"A man is not to be measured by the amount 
.. l"lld the Gavel? Funny photos of profs, 
fc:r starters. Also, it was selected by the ABA 
this year as the No. 2 llw school nltdllJllS* 
in the country. (No. 1: Harvard.) We accept. 
spouse create entitlement? Em-
ployers are subject to the act; are 
student athletes employees? 
If a door is legally left open, 
are we justified in criticizing 
those who walk through it? And 
is this kind of legislation inevi-
table when single-issue litmus 
tests, like abortion and crime 
control, are used to elect repre-
sentatives? The possibilities 
seem endless. 
Not having the answers and 
developing enough follow-up 
questions to warrant a second 
cup of coffee is a great place to 
be. Being part of the solution is 
the only legitimate exemption to 
being part of the problem. So 
teach me to think like a lawyer. 
Please. 
Cheselka, a first-year, is a 
politics and public relations 
consultant in Cleveland. 
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THE GAVEL• OPINION 
Trumpeting of good grades is overblown 
I N "A SAD FACT ABOUT C'S" (CA-reer, September 1999), Karin Mika wrote: "The percentages reflected 
within the grading guidelines probably do 
accurately reflect how many people will be 
average performers within a large group." 
I don't think it's fair to condemn so 
many of us "average performers" to aver-
age careers. In fairness to professor Mika, 
she also quoted her friend as saying, 
"Cream always rises to the top." I don't 
think it's necessary to remind any law stu-
dent of the benefits of good grades. In fact, 
I think it would be more useful to congratu-
late students on their accomplishments, like 
simply being in law school. 
At the risk of sounding pretentious, I' II 
9se Plato's Apology to illustrate my point. 
Before he was condemned to death, 
Socrates said: "As long as I draw breath 
and am able, I shall not cease to practice 
philosophy, to exhort you arid in my usual 
way to point out to any one of you whom I 
happen to meet: Good sir, you are an Athe-
nian, citizen of the greatest city with the 
greatest reputation for both wisdom and 
power; are you not ashamed of your eager-
ness to possess as much wealth, reputation 
and honors as possible, while you do not 
care for or give thought to wisdom or truth, 
or the best possible state of your soul?" 
Socrates' words suggest that although 
Mail 
Pail 
Because our professors 
continually tell us 
grades determine 
whether we'll be a 
success, learning for 
the sake of learning 
has been abandoned. 
bad grades cause disappointment, good 
grades don't always lead to happiness. 
Despite this, our professors continually tell 
us grades determine whether or not we will 
be successful lawyers. As a result, the idea 
of learning for the wonderful sake of learn-
ing has been abandoned. Law students train 
themselves to memorize simple rules. The 
popular question in class is not, "What's 
wrong with this holding?" but, "What do I 
need to know for the exam?" 
This emphasis on grades leads to dis-
satisfaction, not fulfillment - and our dis-
satisfaction with how we learn law remains 
after graduation. According to a recent 
American Bar Association survey, 32.8 
percent of lawyers are strongly consider-
ing leaving their current employer in the 
next two years. Another 3 1 percent might 
consider doing so. Only 10.7 percent indi-
cate that they definitely would not consider 
leaving their job in the next two years. 
Grades are not all-important. The con-
trary opinion has created a curve-majority 
of law students and lawyers who focus 
solely on the wealth, reputation and hon-
ors Socrates disdains. Although good 
grades get rewarded, wisdom, truth and 
"the best possible state of your soul" should 
not be sacrificed for them. 
George L. Cimballa Ill 
Cimballa is a 2L. 
Letters for Mail Pail 
Do you take issue with an opinion 
in this edition? Do you have a spe-
cial perspective that would help shed 
light on the subject? Let us know. 
Drop off your hard copy and disk at 
our office door, LB 23, or write to 
LINDA.GRJFAN@LAW.CSUOHIO.EDU. Sub-
missions must be signed. We reserve 
the right to edit for clarity. 
Kid control, not gun control, will stop school killings 
By Sandy Lekan 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Graham Gardener, a 14-year-
old at Grace E. Metz Junior High 
School in Manassas, Va., was 
given an Engli sh assignment in 
which his teacher asked 
the class to write an essay . 
finishing the following 
sentence: "If I could do 
anything to this school, I 
would ... " Graham began 
his essay with " ... Blow it 
up." Shortly thereafter he 
was read his M iranda 
rights by a uniformed of-
ficer, arrested and sus-
pended for l 0 days. 
This real-life excerpt 
illustrates the trend in so-
ciety to react to the prob-
lem of vio le_nt youth , 
rather than to identify its 
cause and become proac-
tive in solving it. In the 
wake of the Columbine 
and animal cruelty. Aside from the 
last, those fac tors are broad 
enough to include almost any 
child in high school. 
"It's like stereotyping, and 
stereotyping causes you to have 
you take this outlet away? Will 
it only create more problems? 
Some school di stricts even plan 
to keep computerized "behavior 
files" on all students. What will 
be the effect of such policies? 
killed his parents and two stu-
dents in Springfield, Ore. , took 
Ritalin and Prozac. 
When we don' t see our kids 
eno ugh, we buy them things in-
stead of making an effort to spend 
quality time with them. 
And when we have a prob-
lem at school we blame 
guns and media violence. 
"Violence in movies 
and TV and video games 
heightens aggression for 
some people some of the 
time," former FBI profiler 
Gregg McCrary said. "But 
they don't cause the crime. 
It's how people react to 
them that matters. Some 
people are moved to vio-
lence by the Bible." 
High School massacre in PAUL CARTER - THE REGISTER-GUARD (AP) 
And some, like Gar-
dener in Virginia, are not 
moved to violence at all. 
Though he began his es-
say with " ... Blow it up," 
he went on to discuss how 
he' d rebuild the school Littleton, Colo., and 13 A student in Springfield, Ore., after Kip Kinkel's shooting rampage on May 21, 1998. 
other de adly school 
shootings in the past two 
years, society 's only re-
sponse has been to try to 
identify violence-prone 
youth before they commit 
crimes. Unfortunately, there's no 
reliable evidence that such chil-
dren can be identified. 
Several organizations, includ-
ing the FBI and the National 
School Safety Center, have issued 
"behavioral screening checklists" 
to schools across the country to 
help teachers spot potentially vio-
lent y9uth before they commit a 
crime. The arrest of Graham Gar-
dener was the result of usjng such 
lists. Risk factors oh the lists: low 
self-esteem, isolation, slipping 
grade~, weari~g unusual clothing 
Forget profiling potential youth killers. Forget 
gun control, antidepressants and a check on media 
violence. Start spending time with your kids. 
with state-of-the-art labs 
and the best science teach-
ers. His clean record and 
the ass is tance of the 
ACLU helped absolve 
tunnel vision," retired FBI crimi-
nal profiler Jim Wright told the 
Rocky Mountain News. "It's like 
throwing a big net out there. A 
lot fit the profile, but only a small 
portion are going to be guilty of 
what you're trying to catch in the 
first place." 
Students who express any 
type of anger or morbid thoughts 
in writing are also targets. Writ-
ing and artwork are widely rec-
ognized as healthy alternatives 
for -students to deal with their 
emotions. "'.'ha! happens when 
him, but not unti l some 
Innocent children may be reluc- damage was done. He now says 
tant to express themselves for he avoids writing and speaking 
fear of being labeled or stigma- in class because "it seems like 
tized - even arrested. teachers are trying to catch 
Parents respond to youth vio- people on everything." 
Jenee in schools the same way Guns and media are not the 
they respond to family problems. problem here. Parental inactivity 
When our kids have an emo- is the problem. Instead of react-
tional imbalance, we give them ing to school violence, we need 
drugs instead of taking steps to to be proactive in finding real so-
correct the underlying cause of lutions that will work in the long 
the imbalance. According to In- run. The results may not b_e im-
sight magazine, Littleton's Eri~ mediate, but hyperawar~ness will 
Harris was on the antidepressant only cause more proble.ms~ 
Luv~x, and Kip KinkeJ, who . • . Lekan is.a 1 L. '· . 
- - . - . ,:, . 
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Be warned: 
abuse wears 
many hats 
By Monica Clardy 
STAFF WRITER 
Millions of women are victims 
of domestic violence every year. 
You may be counted among them, 
but don't realize you are a victim. 
Perhaps your partner doesn't hit or 
threaten you. Maybe you've never 
had to visit a hospital emergency 
room afterone of your fights. You 
may still be a victim. 
You see, domestic violence 
isn 't just about physical abuse, but 
control. Such control may mani-
fest itself as physical, sexual, eco-
nomic, emotional and psychologi-
cal coercion of the victim. A few 
. signs your partner is abusing you 
follow. Does your partner: 
Constantly criticize you and 
your abilities as a woman? Be-
come overly protective or ex-
tremely jealous? Threaten to hurt 
you, your children, pets, fami ly 
members, friends or himself? Pre-
vent you from seeing fam ily or 
friends? Lose his temper? Destroy 
personal property? Deny you ac-
cess to bank accounts, credit cards, 
car or home, or force you to ac-
count for what you spend? Hit, 
punch, slap, kick, shove or bite 
you ? Prevent you from going 
where you want to? Make you have 
sex that makes you uncomfort-
able? Humil iate, put you down or 
embarrass you in front of others? 
lf you answered "yes" to any 
'Of these questions, you are prob-
ably a victim - that 's the bad 
news. The good news is you are 
not alone and help is available. 
Talk to clergy or a friend or family 
member to be sure of your situa-
tion. If your relationship is found 
abusive and you want the abuse to 
stop, there are shelters, support and 
advocacy groups, and Jaw enforce-
ment agencies to assist you. 
Fortunately, Ohio is a "zero 
tolerance" state regarding actual or 
threats of physical harm. This 
means that a family or household 
member committing such harm 
against another family or house-
hold member may be brought up 
on domestic violence charges un-
der the Ohio Revised Code. Once 
the charges are filed, it is nearly 
impossible to drop them. An ar-
rest warrant will be issued for the 
offender and once arrested, he will 
spend some time in jail. Time in 
jail may be what the abuser needs. 
It will also give you time to get to 
a safe place and, hopefully, gain 
control of your life again. 
I wish I could say leaving an 
abusive relationship ends the vio-
lence. Quite often, terminating the 
relationship only escalates the 
abuse. There are criminal and civil 
protection orders you can get, but 
the best way to stop a violent rela-
tionship is to not get into one. That 
may seem silly, but when you think 
about it, your partner exhibited 
signs of abuse long before your re-
lationship reached this point. You 
'Just chose to ignore them. 
Don' t ignore them anymore. 
- Ckmly_ is a 4L staff wrife r. 
.. 
By Gary C. Norman 
STAFF WRITER 
The myriad issues confront-
ing this nation include a reexami-
nation of the changing roles of 
the elderly. America has virtually 
an ever-growing resource in the 
persons of elder years. Trans-
forming the outmoded ideas of 
retirement is one way for this 
country to utilize the skills and 
talents of the elderly population, 
especially now that Congress has 
raised the retirement threshold to 
70 years of age. 
More can be 
done to give 
the elderly a 
meaningful 
existence in 
our culture. 
A good start: 
recogmz1ng 
their worth. 
Cl 
justices from faithfully ex-
ecuting their duties, FDR 
allowed America to ques-
tion that even the wisest in 
the land were expendable. 
More recently, retired Sen. 
Bob Dole raised America's 
fears of old age when at-
tempting to run for the Oval 
Office. Somehow the media 
~ latched onto his age in an ef-
!!:: tu fort to prove he was not g qualified to govern. We for-
~ get that the Constitution 
a. f specifies age minima for of-
t ficeholders - not maxima. 
~ Although the new civil 
~ rights-based Age Discrimina-
IH lion Enforcement Act is in-
a: 
e> tended to shield the elderly 
a. from invidious discrimination, 
fil it may be ineffective because 
§ of the focus on youth in 
8 America's culture. Thisisasad 
One plan to use the elderly 's 
knowledge base could involve 
paying retirees for contributions 
to the community as part of their 
Social Security payments. After 
all, why should community ser-
vice be viewed only as a part of 
the punishment scheme or as a 
way for the young to gain work 
experience? Just imagine the 
sheer quantity of good works this 
nation 's government could en-
courage through an incentive-
based public retirement plan. 
that should be disregarded in 
the quest for eternal. youth. 
The ancient riddle of the 
Sphinx recognizes that all life 
stages -youth, maturity and old 
age - are combined within ev-
ery life to make a full existence. 
Other societies respect their wise, 
aged members by appreciating 
the stabilizing and significant 
As America gets older, its oldest citizens must 
commentary on current Ameri-
can values. This great republic 
should cherish and promote all 
of its citizens at every stage of 
life - from the womb to the 
be given more ways to contribute to community governance. 
Old age is not a stage of life 
role the elderly play in commu-
nity governance. 
Probably the most well 
known denigration of the elderly 
'The old geezers' last cruel hoax': 
Texas judge says bar exam is hooey 
By Linda Griffin 
STAFF EDITOR 
It is a common event when 
a federal judge sitting on the 
bench takes the time to welcome 
a young attorney to the bar. 
It is not so common, how-
ever, when the judge, following 
court proceedings, delivers a 
witty, minutes-long diatribe on 
the hoops that an attorney has 
jumped through to get there. 
From excerpts of a motion 
hearing transcript obtained by 
the Gavel , Judge Lynn N . 
Hughes of the United States 
District Court for the Southern 
District of Texas, offers his kind 
words to a recent law school 
graduate and gives him his sym-
pathies for having just taken the 
bar exam. 
The first words are those of 
an attorney in Hughes' court-
room: 
JEFFREY STEADLEY: 
Judge, this is probably not the 
best time for me to introduce 
somebody, but this is a young 
man who just graduated from 
SL Mary's and is waiting for bar 
results. He has the unfortunate 
circumstance of being related to 
me by blood. This is my brother 
Darrell. 
. THE COURT: Congratula-
tions. 
DARRELL STEADLEY: 
Thank you. 
THE COURT: And let me on 
behalf of the sane grown-ups 
apologizeforthebarexam. It 's 
the old geezers' last cruel 
hoax. It has nothing to do with 
your ability to practice law. It 
just seemed like a good idea to 
people who think we ought to 
put all the roadblocks we can 
in front of competitors, as near 
as I can tell, or just annoy you-
all because you ' re young, one 
or the other. 
I was once on a state bar 
committee, and it was the State 
Bar Comm ittee on Law 
Schools and Law Students, and 
we proposed the abolition of 
the bar exam for accredited 
gradua.tes of Texas accredited 
law schools, and suggested 
those accredited by whatever 
the other acronym is, American 
Association of Law Schools or 
the ABA, and some other 
thought like that. 
Our position was that if 
they 're accredited, you had an 
assurance that they' re doing 
what's right. The state bar; with 
its usual perception, courage 
and vigor; abolished the com-
mittee. 
Court reporter June Simon 
reported and transcribed the 
judge's remarks. 
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By Eileen Sutker 
STAFF EDITOR 
Fmd these 
words: agree, bare, 
bilateral, boot, 
breach, competence, 
consider, contract, 
coopt, de con, done, 
duty, ether, fraud, 
honor, oral, party, 
promisee, quasi, 
rare, requirements, 
Roe, terms, 
unilateral, wimpy, 
wrinen. 
Leftovers identify 
a breach's cure. 
occurred in the 1930s with 
Franklin Roosevelt's Court-
packing plan. In suggesting that 
old age prevented Supreme Court tomb. 
PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
WANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
live would be better, I suppose 
Attorney to represent local 
companies, flexible 
330-328-4365 
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The Difference ... Personal Service 
Student Discounts: 
Haircuts & Products 
Appointments Not Always Necessary 
Mon.-Fri .: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Sat. : 9 am.-2 p.m. 
1818 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 441 15 
(216) 861-6044 
THE GAVEL• SIDEBAR 
Breaking and entering: Now how's 
that for 'character and fitness'? 
By Jennifer Cunningham 
STAFF WRITER 
One of the most important 
qualities a lawyer can have is 
honesty. At least this is what the 
Supreme Court of Ohio wants 
us to believe. 
Anyone who's been forced 
to expose her entire life history 
for the Ohio bar exam 
registration's character 
questionnaire will at-
test that it is an invasion 
of privacy roughly 
equivalent to interroga-
tion by the KGB. 
Therefore, as a mat-
ter of principle, I have 
decided to take the 
New York state bar 
exam instead. That 
plus the fact that I 
never filled out the 
darn thing for Ohio. 
the forces of the dark side would 
be enough to permanently ban 
me from any legal career in 
Ohio. 
My descent into the under-
world began the other night 
when I foolishly neglected to 
bring along my keys to the base-
ment laundry room. I returned 
spe~d the night on the laundry-
room floor with the spiders, dust 
bunnies and other critters I'd 
rather not think about, I ran into 
a neighbor who furnished me 
with two indispensable tools of 
the burglar's trade - a screw-
driver and a credit card. Under 
her expert tutelage, it took me 
approximately 30 sec-
onds to pry the molding 
from around the door 
jamb and pop the lock. 
I'm not sure what 
scares me more - the 
fact that my apartment 
was so easy to break 
into, or the fact that I 
live in the same build-
ing with people who do 
this on a regular basis. 
Anyway, I'm almost 
ashamed to admit how 
NO CREDIT - CORBIS good it felt to commit an 
Nevertheless, I'm 
beginning to believe 
my decision to break 
from the pack was 
wise. This conviction 
was driven home to me 
last week by a startling 
personal discovery: I 
A neighbor furnished me 
with two indispensable tools 
of the burglar's trade - a 
screwdriver and a credit card. 
act so blatantly repug-
nant to the code of ethi-
cal conduct for Ohio 
lawyers. I think this 
might mean I have a 
morally depraved, crimi-
nally inclined mind. 
have become quite the accom-
plished felon . 
No, I'm not abandoning the 
law for a career in money laun-
dering or extortion; although I 
admit the idea has been tempt-
ing at times. I have, however, 
mastered the fine art of break-
ing and entering a dwelling. 
OK, so it was only my own 
apartment, but I doubt that 
would make any difference to 
the bar review board. Judging 
from the thoroughness of the 
character questionnaire, the 
mere fact that I've flirted with 
to my apartment to discover that 
I was locked 01.~t. and that try-
ing to kick the door in, kung fu-
style, only works in the movies 
and makes unslightly scuff 
marks on the paint. 
Of course, in keeping with 
the tenets of Murphy's law, the 
apartment manager was no-
where to be found . I called the 
emergency maintenance num-
ber, only to be greeted by a 
cheerful recording requesting 
that I call back between busi-
ness hours. 
Just as I was preparing to 
Luckily for me, 
New York doesn't have the 
strict ethical standards that Ohio 
has for its attorneys. (Hence the 
number of Kennedys admitted 
to the New York bar.) I figure, 
as long as no one asks, I'm off 
the hook. They might make me 
a lawyer after all. 
Let's just hope no o~e finds 
out about my outstanding park-
ing tickets. 
Cunningham is a 3L from 
upstate New York. As a cour-
tesy, Gavel editors invite read-
ers to forward this piece to the 
New York Court of Appeals. 
A JL's Perspective I By Nancy Siddell CO]'(fRIBUTING WRITER 
We've attained a new status 
they call it IL 
and all our friends told us: 
it's gonna be hel[ 
We all seem to share 
the same in.nu fear: 
Is this too tough ? 
Should I really be here? 
Still, we all walk together 
"en bane" to our classes, 
Praying that our Profs 
won't make us look like asses. 
There 's something familiar 
in this hulabalu 
we've already been through this 
in junior high school. 
Crossword answers 
Remember how we sat in 
our assigned places 
so the teachers could put a 
last name to our faces. 
We learned how to find books 
on our library tour; 
now they just have strange names 
like CJS and AM JUR. 
In our classes we 're learning 
lots of new stuff, 
now to find time for homework 
can really get tough. 
We have no real math class 
that we must attend 
we will learn about damages 
when we get to the end. 
Our English class is now 
called legal writing 
that's where we will perfect 
our case law citing. 
For all of our classes 
we have the same grief" 
What in the hell 
should I put in this brief? 
Our Civics class goes now 
by the name of Torts 
we learn about social behaviors 
and infractions of all sorts. 
Though the rules of mens rea 
still have me confused 
I, for one am still glad 
my application wasn't refused. 
OVERHEARD 
Here's how 3L Aaron Ried taught "strict liability" to 
his nephews one day while he was babysitting: After sepa-
rating the squabbling brothers for the 20th time, he pulled 
the older boy a5ide and said, "If I bear your little brother 
cry again, you are in trouble!" 
"But that's not fair!" the older boy replied. Aaron an-
swered: "Fairness has nothing to do ...rith it!" 
Aaron based the "lecture" his nephew received on a 
similar story told by professor Stephen Gard. 
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~0&5W0rd ~ Puzzle 
Agency & partnership 
By Eileen Sutker DOWN 
STAFF EDITOR 1. Sent out to get money back 
2. Stay away from 
ACROSS 3. Burglar 
1. Primitive economy 4. Shared by track and 
7. Clearly visible tremor 
15. Tusk product 5. "Jane-"; novel 
16. Abbr. for adding your John 6. See 37A 
Hancock 7. One who acts for you 
17. In-; property 8. Marked on invoices 
18. 18th letter 9. See 59A 
19. Not a tennis ace 10. Noah 's ship 
20. Flour and butter thickener 11. As you sow, so shall you 
22. Phi Beta ender 
24. Ad-; tell it as you go 12. Pay a wage 
25. Normal breathing 13. See 34A 
28. Walk through snow . 14. Essential for lA 
29. March date 16. Respondeat -
31. -and frolic 21. N. African lute 
33. Bullfight cheer 23. Surveyed 
34. See 59A 26. Prefix for. early periods 
35. -judicata 27. Fall abbrev. 
37. See 59A 30. Connects the parts 
38. Toluene derivative 32. Pink-cheeked complexion 
40. Don't stay 36. Day after Fri. 
42. To change into a gas 39. A note to follow sol 
46. Continent near North 41. See 59A 
America (abbr.) 43. After partner and lord 
47. Dorothy's Auntie 44. Detour 's partner 
49. Master's control base 45. Yang 's partner 
51. Fuss 48. The check's in the mail 
52. - down; diminish costs 49. Dry 
54. Meaning the exact opposite 50. Kettledrum 
56. See 34A 51. One Hawaiian necklace 
57. Shortest for Am. Law Inst. 52. A firm's top spot 
58. Bathroom roll 53. Give warning 
59. -, ID, 34A, 410, 9D, q, 37A 55. Friend and helper 
60. Underground source? 58. Prefix for three 
61. Highest violin string 63. Armed Forces abbr. 
62. Sonar's cousin? 64. Filthy-; money 
64. Created by culpability 65. Presidential helpers 
67. Shared by trace and trust 66. Eagle claw 
68. Money for services 69. Polite cussword 
relationship 74. Dr.'s org. 
70. So long- 76. Before Hood or Mitchell 
71. Santa Fe is its capital 77. Shared by neither and 
72. Direct current's opposite weigh 
73. One tenth of a liter 78. Me, myself and -
74. Bar beverage 79. Not Jr. 
75. Fifth letter 80. Hospital drip 
76. Robin Hood's men 82. Round vowel 
79. Simple pieman 83. Cup shaped vowel 
81. Not part of a frolic 85. Squeaky vowel 
84. Not the master Answers at left, this page 
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111 You Enroll Bv October 31stl 
This is your last chance to SAVE BIG this year. ,Qn November 1st, the Early 
Enrollment Discounts will expire nationwide and the cost of virtually every 
one of our programs will in~rease. By making an initial $100 payment, you 
freeze your course price at its current level regardless of when you take the 
bar exam. -And, you will not owe any more until you sit for the Multistate 
Professional Responsibility Exam (MPRE). It may sound like alot now, but 
you'll save alot more in the end. Don't take a chance ... Take BAR/BRI! 
BAR REVIEW 
The Only Bar Review Course Trusted By Over 70~000 Students 
Who Now Call Themselves Attorneys! 
Michigan-Ohio Regional Office 
17117 West Nine Mile Road 
Suite200 
Southfiel~ Michigan 48075 
18001937-208 
